ASSOCIATION MIEUX PRESCRIRE

“To work, in all independence, in favour of quality healthcare, first and foremost in the interest of patients (...)” (Article 1 of the Association Mieux Prescrire’s objectives). Publishing reliable reviews that are easy to use and adapted to readers’ needs depends upon complex editorial procedures, all initiated and overviewed by the members of Prescrire’s Editorial Staff. Members of the Editorial Staff are general practitioners. They oversee the literature search, the writing and rewriting of the texts, and the review by a panel of outside experts (medical specialists, methodologists, representatives of Prescrire’s subscriber base...). They organise internal and external quality control procedures, and edit the final copy. Every draft is submitted, before publication, to a large number of outside reviewers.

For Belgium and Switzerland:

French: Prescrire (Belgium), a non-profit continuing education organisation (N° 11 711 075) under the French law of 1901. Its board members are: Pierre Chirac (President); Séverine Carré-Pétraud (Vice President); Dörte Gunter (Secretary General); Maryline Andrieux; Marie-Ange Grandvalvain (Deputy Treasurer); Bernard Topuz (Deputy Secretary General).

Review Panel: The following persons reviewed the articles, which were first published in Prescrire then translated for this issue of Prescrire International: Olivier Jauréguy (neurology); Olivier Haas (cardiology); Jean-Michel Audouard (general practice); Halch Bagheri (pharmacology); Marie-Odile Barrellon (geriatrics); Dominique Chiron (parasitology); Jean-Antoine Dehoux (dentistry); Odile Bichrchi (pharmacovigilance - Algeria); Delphine Bertrand (clinical trial surveillance); Éric Bonnin (geriatrics); Henriette Bouvieux (pharmacy); Olivier Bouchaud (tropical medicine); Habib Boughezi (general practice - Algeria); Jean-Frédéric Bourva (pharmacy); Alain Brassillon (public health); Jean-Didier Cavallio (infectiology); Philippe Chaplais (general practice); Pierre Chevalier (general practice - Belgium); Dominique Chiron (general practice); Marc Chobert (general practice); Sylvie Cognard (general practice); Valérie Colas (pharmacy and toxicology); Alexandre Daguet (pharmacy); François Degueldre (medical specialty); Christine Damase-Michel (pharmacology); Martin Danis (parasitology); Philippe Degrett (oncology); François Devred (oncology); Pierre Fourquin (general practice; internal medicine); Jean-Christophe Édé (general practice); Antoine Grasset (pharmacology); Jean-Luc Faillie (pharmacovigilance); Jean-François Faucher (internal medicine); Pierre Faure (pharmacy); Daniel Floret (paediatric intensive care); Henri Fouques (gynaecology); Sophie Gautier (pharmacology); Guy Dodin (cardiology); François Gueffier (cardiology); Claudeблок (gynaecology - obstetrics); Xavier Humbert (medical student); Alain Junod (physician - Switzerland); Pierre Kerbrait (general practice - Belgium); Alain Kedjoudj (general practice - Belgium); Talha Korchinsky (anaesthesiology-intensive care); Pascal Lachaise (pharmacy); Martine Lalonde (medical specialty); Marina Le Quang Trieu (pharmacology); Robert Laurent (general practice); Jacques Le Bras (malaria); Dominique Le Houezec (paediatrics); Dominique Le Oued (general practice); Robert Mateur (pharmacy); Florent Macé (pharmacy); Anne Maheut-Bossier (geriatrics); Hervé Masureonneau (physician); Christian Merlin (pharmacy); Alexandre Merlo (general practice); Jean-Louis Montastruc (pharmacology); Marion Montastruc (haematology - oncology); Sophie Moreau-Crépeau (public health); Henri Partouche (general practice); François Pesty (cardiology); Patrice Petzet (cardiology); François Pillon (physician and pharmacist); Jean-Pierre Noiry (pharmacy); Marie-Odile Barrellon (geriatrics); Dominique Sommez (geriatrics); Emmanuel Sonnet (diabetology); Philippe Tellier (cardiology); Jean Van Calster (general practice); Catherine Van Suylen - Seyer (public health); Frederick Variattico (FDA - USA); Anouk Waeysens (oncology - Belgium); Raphael Wiego (hospital pharmacy); Nastasia Vayoules (pharmacovigilance - France)
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“Prescrire is a founder and member of ISDB, a network of drug bulletins that exchanges quality information on medicines. ISDB, whose members include many of the world’s major prescribers, aims to promote international exchange of quality information on medicines. Website: www.isdbweb.org” see About Prescrire and How we work.